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Determinants of Capital Flows in Nigeria and
Challenges for Macroeconomic Stability
A.

Englana,

N. C. Op*ta, G. K .Sami, M. U. Yak , O. Aduarya(IvIrs.), Z. Sani(vlrs.) *
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apital flows into developing countries in the 1960s through the 1980s were

mainly

in the form of

overseas development assistance

(ODA) to

governments as well as private capital through domestic multinational banks.

*Englana and Op*a arc Deptg Directors, Sazni D et, axd Yaktb are Pircipal Eawmittt, nbib Adzsatya
ard Sari an Emnmists in tbe Exterttal SectlrDititiol of tbe Renarcb Dtpanment, CBN. Tbc tiear xprcsnd in
thc paPel are tbose oJ lbe a bor atd do ut r$lzct tborc oJ tb€ Baflk Tbe athors are gratefil to tbe arurrJmo$
reyiewers.
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foreign di-rect investment

(FD!

and portfolio

investment @onds and equity). In the late 1990s, massive flow of capital has become a
widespread phenomenon particulady in emerging markets, as a result of sustained

economic reforms by these countries, capital account libetalization and greater
integration of financial markets associated with globalization. Globalization and capital
account libetalization are expected to precipitate efficient allocation

of

capital, from

industrialized countries to developing economies which will increase grorx,th, generate

employment and improve living standards

efficient use

of

in

these economies. The effective and

capital inflows would transfotm the economy through improved

investment environment, generate multiplier effects and enhance the level of output and

domestic savings. These inflows, especially

FDI, will facilitate the transfer of

technological and managerial know-how and encourage competition and financial
sector development.

Nigeria, like most developing countries, is characterized by low level of domestic savings
and in order to attain a desirable level

of investment that v/ould guarantee

sustainable

development, the economy needs some foreign savings to bridge the savings-investment
gap. These savings come in the form

of

'new money' or capital inflows which are

expected to ptovide financial capital for economic activities. Capital inflow might be

the form

of

in

credit ftom either the parent company or affiliates to shore up the

capitalization of the domestic company. Huge capital flows also impact positively on the

financial markets through financial deepening. The full internationalization

Nigerian capital market would increase the volume and value
facilitate the re-capitalization

of domestic

of

of

the

transactions and

enterprises. For example, the banking sectot

consolidation in Nigeria attracted about US$666.6 million and GBf0.16 million worth

of capital inflow
at US$4.03

as at

end-December 2005, and subsequent capital importation valued

billion ot 2.8 per cent of GDP and US$6.6 billion or 3.63 per cent of GDP, in

200 6 znd 2007, respectively.

Foteign participation is direcdy associated with investment booms which is expected to
increase industrial capacity and ptoduction.

\7ith rapid

rate

of

capital accumulation and
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flow of capital, fiscal policy is left as the only tool of
stabilization. The emerging dilemma has often led to the imposition of capital controls
as policy options in the instance of destabilization caused by massive shoft-term flov/s

In the event of

massive

and capital reversals occasioned by a change in fundamentals.

The turmoil associated with massive international capital movement has raised
issues on whether these flows can harm some economies. Empirically,

established

it

a

lot of

has been

that global capital flows can drive both economic growth

and

macroeconomic stability. The question, therefore, is whether developing countries like

Nigeria should or shou.ld not adopt measures to regulate the relatively huge capital
inflows in recent years. The challenge

of

incteased capital flows on macroeconomic

stability is brought to the fore in this paper. The main objective

of

the papet is to

of current upsuge in capital flow into Nigeria and examine its
challenges for macroeconomic stability. The rest of the paper is divided into six parts.
Part 2 presents the theoretical issues and review of relevant literatute. Patt 3 previews
developments in the macro-economy. Part 4 ptesents the lessons of experiences while
determine the drivers

Part 5 focuses on the empirical examination. Part 6 highlights the challenges and proffers

policy responses, while part 7 provides

a

summary and some concluding remarks.

II.

Theoretical Nexus and Review of Literature

II.1

TheoreticalFramework

The theoretical underpinning

of

the flow of capital in the form

of FDI, portfolio and

debt, transcends the politically motivated neo-marxist dependency ftamewotk to the
external capital deficit theoty which establishes a savings-investment gap

in most

developing countries. This gap has to be financed through increased domestic savings or

ftom foreign savings in the form of capital flows. The theoretical framework is derived

from a simple Keynesian macroeconomic model

of

an open economy. Furthet

simplification of the open economy model equation will produce equation [1],
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*..te
.]ot.i n.*"
return' fisk percep[ons 0f
with l.iJh i',"t*tt"t' lt'e rate of
ielatiwe risks
"""ocitt.d
foreign inwestors and the ctimate for foreign investment wele found tO be affeCted by

domestic factors such as the growth rate

of the economy, the ratio of external debt to

GDP and the volatiJity of the real effective exchange rate, while international interest
rate was the

mostimpoftant external factor.

In the panel regtession, the variables inciuded were: private capital flows, foreign direct
investment, private loans, gross fixed capital formation and total external debt all as a
percentage

of

GDP, index

of

of exports and imports
of monthly real effective

openness delined as the sum

divided by GDP (as a percent), coefficient

of

vadations

of GDP and government bond yield (in per cent). The
study used two models: the first showed that output growth, gross fixed capital
fotmation and the openness of the economv were positively correlated with the volume
of private capital flows while huge external debt adversely affected inward movements
exchange rate index, growth rate

of

capital. The second model revealed that the main determinants

were GDP growth rate, the degtee

of

openness and variability

of

of

capital inflows

the real effective

exchange tate, which was negatively correlated.

Bekaert and Hatvev (1998) analyzed dxz for 17 emerging markets, and found

a

positive

relationship between equity (portfolio) capital and key macroeconomic indicators,
including gtowth and inflation. Corbo and Hernmdez (1994) and Fetnandez-Arias and
Montiel (1995) examined

tl.re

macroeconomic adjustment of capital flows in developing

countries and found that capital inflows to Latin American and East Asian economies
tended to appreciate the real exchange rates, Iower interest rates and inctease domestic

consumption.

of capital flows,
with regards to the capability of

Beck (2000) examined empirically the relation between the volatility

foteign bank penetration and a Liberal rade tegime

Frnancial services to stabilize capital flows in emerging markets. He found evidence that

foreign bank penetration increased the volatiliw

of

capital flows to emerging matkets
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Their ptesentation established shift factors which ate associated with the domestic
climate (d), country creditworthiness (c) and any creditor-countty financial conditions

(w) such as financial tetutns and capital market regulations. Also included in the
function is the stock of liabilties (S). The functional representation of the sequence
flows

f)

is

of

put thus:
F=

f

(d, c, vz, S-1)

t4t

(! depends on the path of the underlying factors d, c
value of S. Increases in d and c or decreases in w could

Overtime, the sequence of flows
and w as well as the initial

generate a sustained surge in flows. In addition, the creditworthiness will depend on the

expected ptesent value

of

tesoutces available for external pa)..rnents telative to the

countty's liabilities.

Griffith-Jones (2003) suggested that, for capital account liberalization to be beneficial to
developing countries, the capital inflov/s should be sufficient and long-term in nature

thus not easily reversible. More importandy, the capital flows should be efficiendy
utilized. He found that the

1z donesia,

Thailand and Korea

crises

uere attrib*able to thefinancial

Al:en\zaaon which were channeled through inefficient and unsophisticated domestic

banking systems. The rapid expansion

of

bank credit srained credit assessment
capabi.lities @ank supervision) and funds flowed into unprofitable or speculative
actlvltles.

Berument and Dincer (2004) investigated the effect

of

capital flows on the economic

performances of emerging economies with patticular reference to Turkey by estimating

vector autoregressive ffAR) model for the period 1992 to 2001 using monthly data.
They found that capital inflows had a positive effect on economic gtowth through
a

increased investment which transmitted into improved living standards and the
deepening

of domestic financial

matkets. Theli however, cautioned that capitd flows

could threaten the emerging economies through a tapid monetary expansion and an

in

domestic demand, which would cause inflationary Pressures,
appteciation of real exchange tate and widened culrent account deficits. Contrary to
excessive rise

Englama et al: Determinants

of Capital Flows in Nigeria
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expectations, the Tutkey's case presented a scenario in which an increase in money

supply associated with the inflows caused domestic prices to fall as well as the real
appreciation of the domestic currency. Their results showed that capital flow shocks to

output fluctuations was statistically insignificant which suggested that capital flow
shocks do not contribute to business cycles. They advocated for

portfolio investments because the former

is deemed less

FDI flows rather than

volatile.

Several empirical works have deduced that richer countries with lowet levels

of inflation

of uncertainty in terms of the net flows of external
capital. Alfaro, * al Q004) empirically rn yzed the role of policy vetsus institutional
quality variables in explaining the volatility of different fotms of capital flows. They
tend to experience lower levels

investigated whether volatility in the international capital markets can be linked to bad
govetnment policies or low institutional quality or both. The empirical evidence showed
that policy variables had a first order effect in explaioing the volatility

of capital flows.

Variables such as inflation and government consumption were positive and significant.

They observed that high inflation and high governmeflt consumption were associated

with higher volatility of net flows of equity which suggests that bad macroeconomic
pol.icies have an important role on equity volatility.

The volatility and capital reversals

in

emerging countries and othet developing

econornies were rooted mainly in financial market failutes. The danger

otflows are that they may create difficulties

inflation control

as

of

sudden capital

fot monetary policy management

and

well as foreign exchange rate stability and export competitiveness.

This is particulatly true in countries with mlnerable financial sectors and inappropriate
macroeconomic policies. Developing countries have failed to atffact foreign capital

inflows due to their poor economic performance and their lr-rlnerability to adverse
economic and political shocks.

III.

Capital Flows and Macroeconomic Stability In Nigeria

The key variants of capital flows are debt, official flows, foreign direct invesment and

portfolio or equity flows. Fixed income debts instruments comprise new internationally
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issued bonds and debt reduction instruments. Portfolio investment, namely equities and

bonds wete major sources of flows to Africa in the mid-1990s, due to the liber

of

liz ion

external and domestic financial transactions. Macroeconomic stability, stable

political environment, minimal regulation, developed financial market (capital and
money markets), sound fiscal policy, good infrastructural base, low ptoduction cost,
attractive or stable interest yield and credit worthiness are critical conditions for the
atffaction and tetention of foteign capital for economic ffansfotmation. In otherwords,
large fiscal deficits, structural rigidities, inappropriate monetary pol.icy, high degtee

volatility in exchange and intetest rates as v/ell as high levels
serious threats to financial resource inflow to

a

of

of inflation constitute

given country and are expected to affect

capital flows into Nigeria. A review of the performance of majot economic indicatots,

revealed

the correlation between capital flou/s and the above

enumerated

mactoeconomic variables.

III.1

Review of Macroeconomic Development

Maiot macroeconomic aggregates improved during 1999 thtough 2005. This period
corresponded to the return of democracy after prolonged military governance. Capital
flows proxied by FDI and portfolio investment' increased from an average of US$1.08

billion and US$0.18 billion in the period 1990-98, to an average of US$1.98 billion and
US$0.72 billion, tespectively, in the period 1999-2006.

FDI flows actually doubled from

US$1.0 billion in 1999 to US$2.0 billion in 2003 and increased

futher to US$2.3 billion

in 2005 and an estimated US$4.5 billion in 2006. Massive inflow of portfolio investment
was recorded in 2005

following

th e

re-capita)izztion of domestic deposit moneybanks.

data on othet fotms of capital flows has made the study rely mainly on
estimated for the oil sector complemented by non-oil survey outcomes.

' The paucity of

FDI flows that

are currendy
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Maior Macroeconornic Indicators
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The performance of otler macroeconomic aggregates v/as favourable. For instance,
irrflation tate (December -over-December) which ave:m,ged33.31, per cent in the period
1990-98, dropped to an average

of

72.2 per cent tn 1,999-2006, mdhas been single digit

in 2006 and 2007. Similarly, growth in M2, fiscal balance/GDP and current account
surplus/GDP all improved ftom an avera€{e of 30.94, -5.9 and 0.5 per cent in the period
1999-1998 ro 26.6, -3.1 and 72.3 per cent

n

1990-2006, respectively. The stock

external reserves v/hich stood at US$5.45 billion

in

1999 increased signiFrcandy to

US$42.30 billion by end-Decemb er 2006 a;nd further to US$51.32
2007. The sustained slide
3.4 and 8.0 per

III.2

of

the value

of

of

billon in December

the naira, tevetsed when it appreciated by 1.4,

centin 2005,200(r and 2007, respectivety (Iable 1).

Trends in Flows of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)

Foreign investment flows into Nigeria during the conffol era (1970

-

1985) aver€ed

US$382.0 million. The value increased sigmficandy by 217.9 per cent to US$1,214.3

million during 1986-2004 when the economv was deregulated. A cursorv evaluation of
FDI flows showed that from US$485.7 million in 1985, flows peaked at US$1,884.2
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four years after the deregulation of the economy. Th.is imptessive
outcome was occasioned by the divestment of the Federal Government shares in the
million in 1989

-

Shell Petroleum Development CompanyNigeria Limited by three oil companies namely,

Shell,

Elf

and Agip, which resulted in new capital flows to take up the shares.

when policy reversal resulted in the te-regulation

of

In

1994,

the economy, the FDI flows

&opped from US$1,959.2 million to US$ 1,079.3 million in 1995 showing a negative
impact of a shift in policy. However, witl'r stable poliry FDI flows have moved steadily
upwards during 2001-2007, which corroborated the findings that freeing the economy
results in

Figure

ilvestmeflt booms.
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III.3 Trends in Portfolio Investments
Transactions

in portfolio (equity) investments as captured in Nigeria's balance of

payments account during 1990 -2006 have been very low in the 1990s except fot'1992.

However from 2000 the perfotmance
inward transaction
collateralization

of

of

of

this component has improved. The huge

US$2.13 billion in the account

US$2.2 billion

of

fot

7992 'ffas attributed

to the

Nigeria's debt under the Brady debt reduction

package agteement with the London Club

of

Creditots. Subsequendy, the outward

transactions had been mainly the tedeemed proceeds

of

the Debt Conversion

Programme @CP). From 2000 the account has recotded temarkable imProvement
arising from the positive outcome of the reform process, especially the banking sector
consolidation as well as high rate of returns on domestic debt instruments. For instance,
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o
o

Investment in any enterprise or security in foreign currency Permissible
Authorized dealers must issue certificate of capital impotation within 24

o

hours and advise the CBN within 48 hours thereaftet
Guamnteed unconditional transferability of foreign curlency invested in

fteely convertible currency in the form

of

-

dividends or ptofits (net

taxes) attributable to the investment; pa),.rnents in respect

of loan servicing

whete foreign loans had been obtained; and remittance of proceeds (net

all taxes) and other obligations in the event

of

sale

of

or Iiquidation

of

of
the

enterprise ot any interest attributable to the investment.

III.4.2 Investment and Securities Act (ISA)
The Iovesmrent and Securities Act QSA) 1999 provided among otlers the framework
for furthet deregulation of the capital market abtogating the capital market gains tax on
equities, and teduced withholding tax to 10 pet cent.

IU.s

Curtent Drivers of Capital Flows in Nigeria
III.5.1 Sustainable Economic Refotms

The government has remained focused and committed to institutionalizing teforms as

well as efforts at the legislation

of

t}te reforms to ensure their sustainabilty. Medium-

term economic development guided by the NEEDS I, the successor programme

-

NEEDS II and FSS 2020 are all geared towards making Nigeria among the league of 20

top economies by the year 2020. Although the country has not had a fotmal IMF
programme, NEEDS has been monitoted quattetly and revierved by the Fund. This

in October 2005 when the IMF approved the Policy
Support Instrument @S| for the assessment of Nigetia's programme. The NEEDS,
arraflgement was formalized

which focuses on public sector reforms, privatization and liberalization, infrasffucture

of encouraging private sector-led growth and reducing
poverty, has been adjudged successfi:l in imptoving macroeconomic fundamentals.
and setvice delivery as a means

According to FITCH Ratings, in 2004 all macroeconomic targets v/ere met, although

it

was complicated in 2005 by inflationary pressures stemming from the strong oil revenue

inflows and mote expansionary fiscal poliry. Privatization had picked up in 2005 with
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more activities in 2006. The detegulation

of
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the downstream oil sector has been

successfir, although soaring oil prices have hampered effotts at firll cost recovety.
Cutrent trade reform has also brought the tariff regime in line with other members

the Economic Community

of

West African States (ECOWAS).

All

of

these are in

consonance with the NEEDS provision and are being upheld by sttong political will and

commitments. !ilith the end

of

the PSI in 2007, Nigeria's performance was adjudged

satisfactory.

IIL5.2 Favourable Credit Agencies' Ratings
In 2005, FITCH Ratings assigned the Federal Republic of Nigeria a Long-term foreign
currency Issuer Default Rating (IDR)

of 'BB' and a I-ong-term local curency IDR of

'BB'. In the same vein, Standatd & Poor (S&P) rated Nigeria BB-. These ratings were

driven by the outcome

of

the economic reforms, supported by the international

of
Club of

community; efforts to fundamentally imptove the management and Eansparency

public finances and address corruption; and the agreement lvith the Paris

Official Cteditors for the cancellation of foreign debt of about US$31.0 billion which
has substantially teduced the public debt burden. The wide-ranging refotms, tobust
external reserves as well as high oil prices were expected to continue and to offer a
positive outcome fot further improvements in Nigeria's credit rating.

III.5.3 Nigeria Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative (NEITI)
The NEITI is the agency set up by government to collaborate with the global Extractive

Industry Ttansparency Iriitiative @,ITI) in matters relating to due process and
transparency especially pa).rnents in the Exractive Industry @I) companies. This
initiative is meant to sanitize the oil and gas sector and bring to bear all uansactions to

public knowledge thereby establishing the credibility requited for business with nonresidents. This

will in turn encourage foreignets to increase investrnent in the sector.

Transparency is highly demanded by the international financial institutions, investors
and banks, donor organizations and intetnational civil society for creating favotable
investrnent climate, better management of public tesources and poverty reduction.
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III.5.4 Post Paris Clutr Deal
In 2005, Nigeria secured
Club

a

major breakthrough in her quest for debt relief with the Paris

of Creditors by obtaining

an International Development Assistance (IDA)-only

status, which supported the quest

for

a debt deal. By October, a final agreement was

of the outstanding debt subject to an exit plan. The
agreement was implemented in two phases - in the frst phase, Nigeria undertook to pay
arrears of US$6.3 billion, due on all categories of debt, while the Paris club of Creditors
reached for

a

would grant
quarter

of

60 per cent cancellation

a 33 per cent

cancellation of eligible debt which was achieved in the fourth

2005. The second phase involved the exit

satisfactoty teview

of the Club subject to the IMF

of the pol-icy support insffument @SI) and the payment of

USg6.1

off date. The exit which vlas
in April 2006 facilitated the resumption of normal bilateral economic

billion which is the amount due under the post-cut
concluded

relations with the member countries and invariably increase the flow

of

more

concessional capital for development.

fV.

CountryExperiences

IV.l

Brazil

Brazil experienced massive capital inflows in the 1980s especially during 1987-92 when
tegr.rlatory changes facilitated the liberalization

of

capital inflows by giving foreign

investors an exemption from domestic income tax
considering the volatility

on capital

of short-term flows, the authorities

gains. However,

placed some conffol on

fixed income securities. The increased inflow was attributed to the well-developed
{inancial markets, an active currency futures market as well as other over-the-counter
derivatives markets. The main lesson hete is that the effectiveness

of

capital controls

might be limited in an environment with a sophisticated financial market. For instance,
repeated attempts by the authorities to restrict capital inflows were unsuccessful, since

capital continued to enter the economy, taking advantage

of

the persistent incentives

provided by interest rate differentials that remained relatively high.
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Malaysia

The Malaysian economy recorded unprecedented levels

of

capital account sutpluses

during 1990-1993 ftom botl.r long-tetm and short-term capital inflows. Strong
underlying economic fundamentals which included stable exchange rates, high intetest
rates, sustained and non-inflationaty economic growth, contributed to the inflows. The

short-term inflows in particular were boosted by relatively high interest rate differentials

in favour of Malaysia. Given the persistence of inflovzs and concerns about a loss of
control over monetary aggregates and inflation, and the likelihood of instability in the
financial markets, the authorities introduced a number of direct and regulatory capital
control measures in early 1994 to stem short-term foreign bank borrowing. AIso, in 1998,
the Malaysian goverrunent announced a series

of

selective and temporary restraints on

capital outflows. These measutes were taken as a response to the systemic crisis that was
spreading all over Southeast Asia as well as to regain monetary policy independence and

insulate Malaysia from short-term capital flows. The Malaysian experience reveals the

importance of adopting consistent and apptopriate monetary and exchange rate policy

mix that would avoid excessive and destabilizing capital inflows

as

well as the need to

strengthen prudential regulations.

IV.3

Thailand

The Thai economy from 1984 was highly liberalized with huge capital inflows,
occasioned by large interest rate differentials. The inflows were predominandy short-

of short-term borrowing by banks. To slow credit grouth and
the likely inflationary impact of the capital inflows, the authorities among others

term, mainly in the form
reduce

raised the policy rate, reduced loan-deposit ratios and placed limits on the open position.

Despite tlese measures and following the decline in the U.S. interest rates, short-term
capital inflows rose significandy. Thailand's experience with large-scale capital inflows
revealed that liberalization
rates and an

of short-term flows, combined with high domestic

interest

implicit exchange rate guarantee, led to a substantial buildup of short-term

liabilities by banks and non-banks and that capital conffols v/ere flot afl effective
substitute for more fundamental policies.
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Mexico

The Mexican economy experienced a huge surge in capital inflows in the early 1990's
culminating in a high growth rate

of GDP as v/ell as a dtastic cut in tlre level of

unemployment. This was atributable to the adoption
across all the sectors and included privatization

of

all forms

of structural reforms which cut

of the state-owned

companies, removal

of barriers to trade and investrnent, and enforcement of fiscal discipline.

Trade refotms in Mexico bolstered investors' confidence and increased financial inflows

which were mainly in the form of equity and debt portfoLio investrnents that are highly
volatile. By December 1994, however, the country began to experience huge capital
reversal occasioned by the Peso crisis which was heightened by the inconsistency in

monetar)', fiscal and exchange rate policies. Investor's perception
devaluation

of the peso

of

the likely

made Mexico lr-rlnerable to financial market crisis. In order to

tackle the problem, three options were considered, raising interest rates, cut in
government expenditure through balanced budget and devaluation of the peso.

IV.5

Chile

Chile is a classic case, frequendy cited as a model that favoured the implementation
capital controls. The main ob)ective was to avoid the entry

capital", the so-called "hot money". The core

of

of short-term

of

"speculative

the argument that led Chile to adopt

inflow capital controls is that emerging economies must bev/are of massive short-term
foteign capital inflows. Real interest rates in emerging economies are higher than in
developed economies because the capital stock is lower, which means that invesmrents
earn a higher return. This will encoutage massive inflows, which with any shock that
precipitates macroeconomic instabiJiry will result in capital reversal. Chile adopted a

ptotectionist approach to inflowof hot money thatis highly destabilizing.

V.

EmpiricalExamination

This study adopted a linear model similar to that

of

Bhattacharya, et al (1997) and

examined empidcally the cutrent drivers of capital inflows into Nigeria. The study used
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The study also employed granger causality test. The Granger (1969) approach to the
question of whether xcauses yis to see how much of the curtent can be explained by
past values of

l

tnd then to

see whether adding lagged values

explanation./ is said to be Granger-caused
equivalendy

if

of x

can improve the

by x if x helps in the prediction

the coefficients on the lagged's

of 1 , or

xtare statistically significant.

The finding that many macro time series may contain a urit root has spurred the
development

of the theory of non-stationary time series analysis. Engle and Granger

(1987) pointed out that a linear combination

be stationarl'.

If

series are said

of two or more non-stationary

series may

such a stationary linear combination exists, the non-stationary time

to be cointegtated. The cointegrating

equation (stationary linear

combination) may be interpreted as a long-run equilibrium relationship among the
vadables. The cointegration test determines whether a group

of nonstationary series

is

cointegrated or not.

Y.2

ModelSpecifrcation

The independent variables include degree
ttade/GDP, stock

of

of

openness

reserves measured by the ratio

of

pOP)

defined as total

reserve to gross domestic

product (GDP), financial deepening measured by broad money (m2)/gdp, capital
expenditure, prime interest rates, current account and nominal exchange rate. The
functional form equation is specified as follows:
CFL= f (R.ES, FDN, DOP, INT, CAS, CEP,

+++-++

Where: CFL

RES
DOP
FDN
INT
CEP
CAS
NER

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

capital flows
stock of reserves
degree

of opeff)ess

financial deepening (m2lgdp)
prime interest rate
capital expenditure
current account balance
nominal exchange rate

NER)

(5)
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ADF and PP Unit Root Test

Variables

ADF *
LCFL

-2 4318

LRES

-05765

LFDN

-30951

LDOP

-3.i010

LCAS

-

LCEP

-25516

INT

-2.143 4

NER
ADF*

4r'

PP

Fint Difference

I-eve ls

ADF **

-2.1722 -41186
-4.8962 -22785
-3.1435 -25491
-3.O2t3 -35279
-2.4L61 -t 5266
-7.7528 -63413
.2.2517 -25406
-4.7474 -12356

1.9 168

-0

+

21J9

PP

**

ADF

+

PP

*

ADF *e

PP

**

-4.8289

-10.9267

-13.7343

-10.9257

-16.1773

-2.4065

-5.9325

-5.9336

6.0135

-2.53 34

-9 2804

-6.@62
-9 .2954

-9 .94A5

-10.6261

-2.9225

-14.2745

-10.2745 -10.293t

-10.1i 19

-2.4055

-1.8214

-3.5345

-4324A

-32638

.2.431,6

-93051

-3.6438 -3.7406
-3.5867 -4.5621
-9.3051 -9.5106

.1.4424

-5.503 4

-5

.5@7

-5.9327

4.953 0

-9.4828
-5.8839

and PP* indicate unit root test with intercept

ADF** and PP** indicate unit root

test with trend and intercept

McKinnon (1991) Critical Values with intercept 3.5550 (oA, 2.9155 (5%)
McKinoon (1991) Critical Values with uend and intercept

-

ar,d -2.5956(100/.)

4.1338 (17o), -3.493'7 (5o/o) ar;d -3.1'757

All the variables were non-stationary but integrated of order

1.

00n

This shows that there is

cointegration relationship among the variables. The cointegration test is shown in table
3 below.

Table 3.Unrestricted Cointegration Rank 'I'es ('Iraoe)
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)
None t
At most 1 *

At most 2 "
At most 3 *
At most 4
At most 5
At most 6
At most 7

Eigenvalue

Trace
Statistic

o.704229

230.3194

0.593990
0.511996

165.0347
117 .2618

o.459725
o.404094
o.19s629

46.60706
19.1 7043
7.632600
o.o33702

o. 133571

0.0006 36

0.05
Crit ical Value
-t

59.5297
125.6154
95.75366
69.81889
4

7.856

1

3

29.797 07

15.49471
3

.8414 66

Trae tes indicates

4 cointegraring eqn(s) ar the 0.05 level

i- denotes re.iection

ofthe hypothesis

'!*MacKinnon-Flaug-Michelis

(1

999)

at the O.O5 level

p-value

P

rob.--

0.0000
o.ooo0
0.0008
o.oo73
0.0652
0.4807
0.5055
0.8543
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The tesult shows that there are 4 cointegration equations at 0.05level.

V.3

Long-Run
The long run result shows that 82.9 pet cent of the variation in the dependable variable
is explained by the independent variables. Most of the variables are not statistically
significant indicating that the model cannot be rely on to explain the inflows

of capital

into Nigeria between 2003 and 2007. There is no autocortelation ptoblem given by the

D.Wof

1.8

Table 4. The Long-Run Result
Dependent Variable: LCFIVariable
Coefficient

LCEI)
LCAS

-4.713o0

Std. Error

t

2.0@475
o.560670

t-Statistic

Prob-

-2.355941

o.o225
o.6616
o.7464

INT

o.os 8944

I-DOP

I-FDN

-o.423645
o.724524

LRES

2.8671OA

o.9 59375

NER

o.

of 09 81
6.356150

o.o47 a77

-o.4403t3
o.272489
-0.550400
4.673647
2.988518
4.647t43

10.40611

o.6108 09

C

-o.24 6A7 0

o216318
o J69774
1

.0479c7

0.5 845

o.5037
o.oo44
o.5 205

o.5441

R-squared

0.829412

Mean &pendent var

79.30031

Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression

0.805042

S.D. dependent var

t 3 42786

0.592895

t.921871

Sum squared resid

17.22468

Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

2 208 675

F-statistic

34.O3444

Prob( F-statistic)

0.000000

Log likeliho od

Durbin-Watson stat

-46.77332
7.778077

Table 5: A-DF Unit RootTest on the Residual

Vadablc

Test Statisic

Critical Value

Order of Integtation

ECM3

-6.vm50

i.5ssu3

ro

From the long-run model, the residual (ECI\tt) is stationary. This is in line with the
requirement for parsimonious technique in

a single

equation analysis.
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Causality Testing

The tesult

of

causality testing (see-Table 6) shows that capital expenditute, external

reserves, and interest rate granger causes capital flows in Nigeria.

In other words, the

perfotmance of these indicators could influence the inflows of foreign capital into the
country. Capital flows, on the othet hand, grange causes extetnal reserves and current
account.

An important finding of this test, is that there is bi-causality relationship

of

between external reserves and capital flows. However, the degree

openness and

financial deepening does not show causal relationship with the capital flows suggesting
that the Nigerian economy is not firlly integtated into the global economy to be able to

fi:lly tap the potentials of glob,l

iz

ation including foreign capital flows.

Table 6. Pairwise Granget CausalityTests

Null Hypothe

F-Statistic Probabiliry Rernark

is:

LCEP does not Granger Cause LCFL

8.19892

0.00603 Reject

LCFL does not Granger Cause LCEP

1.76847

0.18943 Accept

LDOP does not Granger Cause LCFL
LCFL does not Granger Cause LDOP

4.22502

Q.63722

2.6%61

Accqr
A.ll247 Accqr

LFDN does not Granger Cause LCFL
LCFL does not Granger Cause LFDN

4.62715

0.43200 Accept

0.72655

0.39791

LRES does not (;ranger Cause LCFL

6.657 47

0.01274 Reject

LCFL does not Grirnger Cause LRES

13.2826

0.00062 Reject

NER d<xs not Granger Cause LCFL
LCFL does not Granger Cause NER

4.97740

432742

2.79J37

0.1@66 Accept

INT

LCFL

t2.4547

0.@088 Reject

LCFL does not Granger Cause INT

1.312m

0.25728

LCAS does not Granger Cause LCFL

o.05673

0.81268 Aocept

LCFL does not Granger Cause LCAS

3.1u52

0.08395 Reject

does not Granger Cause

Accqt

Accqt

Accqt
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economy and thereby induces capital inflows. Also, the statistical significance

coefficient

of

capital expenditure justifies the imperativeness

of

of

the

productive capital

expenditure in the drive fot foteign capital. The vrong signing was attributable to the

in the approval of budget and
incapacitation of the ministries, department and agencies (I\,IDAs) to execute their
inadequate capital expenditure occasioned by delay

capital votes during the fiscal year. This had been the phenomenon in the last three to
fouryears.

The coefficient of the error correction model (ECN{) is expected to be negative and
statistically significant which shows that the model is stable. Though the coefficient
lagged capial flows is significant; it however, contributes to the performance

of

of
the

It is an indication that the variable is not redundant, suggesting that the
performance of the existing investors could spur more foreign investors into the
model.

economy. The wrong sign however, is an indication

of

smali size

of

the existing capital

inflows.

Table 7: Parsimonious Result
l)ependent Variable: DLCFL

Error t-Statistic Prob

Coefficient

Std.

DLCEP(-2)
DLDOP(-1)

s.037331

3.466947

1.057600

0.547808

1

.930605

0.0884
0.0598

DNE R

0.143602

0.058638

2.448985

0.0183

DL FDN

3.236797

1

.484812

2.179937

0.0345

Varia ble

D

LCFL(-2)

ECM3(-1)

4 .',t 17 320
{.869726

-1.74't397

0.098561

-1.190328

0

0.125267

-6.942982

0.0000

.2402

R-squared

0.578777

Mean dependent var

0.056791

Ad.iusted R-sq uared

0.531974

S.D. dependent var

0.729390

S.E- of regression

0.498993

Akaike info criterio n

1.557682

Sum squared resil

11

Schwarz criterion

1.784956

Durbin-Watson stat

1.83817 2

Log likelihood

.2U74

-33.72090
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VI.1.1 Capital Flows and MonetaryAggregates
Developing economies suffer from insufficient absorptive capacity to accommodate the

potential benefits from huge capital inflows and the likely volatilty
aggregates. Large amounts

of

of

monetary

capital inflows notably foreign borrowing, grants and

foreign direct investment would lead to foteign exchange accumulation and the impact

of

this development on the financial system is derivable from the accounting identity

expressingthe changes in the money stock.

AM=AR+AD
\Xihere

M is the stock of money, R is the domestic currency value of the net foreign

assets (I.IFA)

of

CO

of the banking system (international

reserves),

D

is the net domestic assets

the banking system (domestic credit) while A is the change operator. Ftom the

equation, the immediate impact of the accumulation

of foreign

assets,

in this case huge

capital flows, is translated into an increase in the NFA, which invariably leads to an
expansion in money supply. The shocks to monetary base are easily absorbed by the
money and capital markets

as

well

as

the real sector whete the economy has high capacity

for adiustrnent. The capacity of the economy to absorb foreigrr capital depends on the
availab ity and quality of infrastructure, the depth and efficiency of the financial system,
and the overall institutional/policy environment. The level

of

financial development

influences the exteot to which the country is able to benefit from capital flows in terms

of

spi.llovers from targeted sectors to the rest

of

the economy.

In Nigeria, the effect of these flows could be seen by examining the behaviour of maior
macroeconomic aggtegates since the surge in capital flows. An hter-temporal approach

to the analysis of the impact of these flows on the macroeconomic aggregate showed
that although monetary aqgregate expanded, it was &iven principally by increases in

NFA especially fiom 2005 when these flows incteased; however, proactive monetary
policy actions which included the introduction of more insffuments in the money
market to ease liquidity surfeit curtailed the anticipated inflationary spiral, For instance,
in 2004 the gtowth rate of broad money was 14 pet cent, but expanded to 16 per cent and
30.6 per cent in 2005 and 2006, respectively but marginally increased by 0.3 petcentage
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point to 30.9 percentin 2007, despite the tecorded huge capital inflows.

Table 8: Actual Petfotmance of Some Macroeconomic Aggregates
2003

2CA4

2005

2@6

2007

1

Real GDP growth

9.6

t).rl

6.5

5.0

6.2

2.

Int]ation Ratc

23.8

10.0

11.6

8.5

6.6

3.

Broad Money growth

24.1,

l4.a

16.0

30.6

30.9

+

Fiscal

-2.0

-

1.5

-1..1

{.6

{.5

l

7.47

t6.95

28.28

42.3

51..32

6

Bitemal Reserres (IJS$ billion)
Capital Imponation pS$ million)

0.43

0.66

t.36

4.43

6.@

7.

Exchange rate (Irl/US$) Average

129.4

133.5

t32.1.5

128.7

r25.91

&ficit

Source: Central Bank of Nige ria Annual Report (Various Issues)

The tight monetaty policy stance of the monetary authority coupled with reduced fiscal

deficit of government curtailed the rate of inflation to 10.0, 11.6, 8.5 and 6.6 pel cent in
2004,2005,2006 and 2007, tespectively. Contrary to expectation, the effect of the huge
capital inflows on inflationary pressures has been very minimal.

Figure 2: Net Foteign Assets and Broad Money
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VI.1.2 Capitd Flows and Exchange Rate
th^t increased capital flows have cteated pressure for the teal
^re
appreciation of the naira since 2005. The average nominal exchange rate appreciated
Indications

from N133.5 per dollat in 2004 to N132.15 in 2005 and furthet to N128.7 and N125.91
rn 2006 ar.d,2007, respectively. The continued appreciation

the depreciation

of the naira in the wake of

of the reference curtency - the US dollar might adversely affect

the

non-oil exports and efforts to diversiSr the economy away ftom dependence on ctude oil
exports. In addition, the sustained high international price of crude oil and the reliance
on oil ptoduction and exports will likely accentuate the Dutch Disease phenomenon, in

which investment

in the oil

sector increases while the non-oil sector becomes

uncompetitive which could slowdown aggregate exports.

VI.1.3 Capital Flows and Governrnentrs Fiscal Operations
When the inflows hit the capital matket through the holding of government long-term
bonds, it could have salutary effect as the government would have less need to resort to
the Central Bank for credit to finance its budget deficits This may be seen vividly in the

following relationship below:

ACg=616-'-"

(8)

rVhere G and T represent government's expenditure and revenue, respectively, while

K

is capital inflow, Cg is govelnment consumption and A is the change operator. This was

evident in the study as government's 6scal deficit shrank from 2.0 per cent

of GDP in

2003 to 1.5 pet cent, 1.1 per cent and 0.6 pet centin 2004,2005 md,2006, respectively.

Vl.z

ThresholdAnalysis

Debelle and Galati (2005) had established a tigger level

of

4-5 per cent

of GDP for

current account ttansactions and about 20 pet cent for capial account ffansaction

which macroeconomic instability can occur
economies. In our study we have assumed

a

in

h

advanced and emetging matket

lower limit of 5-10 pet cent for Nigeria as

a

developing country with partially liberalized capital account and t}re fact that the curtent
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numbers for FDI are grossly under-estimated as the activities

of the oil companies

are

not fully captuted.

Applying dris threshold for the period 1970-2007 showed that it was only in 1992 that
the ratio exceeded the threshold meaning that the current level
absotbed by the economy. Using the actual level
recotded by the banking sector will show

a

of

of flows

can be easily

annual capital importation

as

much lower ratio ranging ftom 0.26 per cent

in 2001 to 2.84 per cent in 2006. Although the flows have grown rapidly from 1999 level
to 2007, it is far from the threshold that would cause distottions.

Figute 3: Capital and Financial Account to GDP
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A major inference to be dtawn ftom the paper and the threshold approach to assessing
the likely impact

of

the current flow

of

capital on mactoeconomic stability is that the

country is still at a comfortable level with enough capacity in the money and capital
markets

as

well

as the real

sector to absotb cutrent flows.
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for free inwatd flows and minor restrictions on the outflows.
Short-run sterilization of the capital flows could be an option

if

2009

the inflows are

highly destabilizing. Although unpopular from the investots perception, the
Nigerian situation do not call for tlis option; however, longer tenored inflows
should be encouraged as has been done for investments in the domestic money
mafket.
Thete should be an adequate framework fot carefirl monitoring and managing
the maturityprofile of inflows in the form of invesmrents (debt) in the domestic
money market.
a

Concerted effotts should be made at developing afl active secondary market
which is deep and liquid with a flexible asset pricing mechanism. This will have

of large volatile capital flows.
Banling supervision should be regular and thorough to enforce prudential and
the capacity to absorb the effect

a

international norms as contained in the Basle

II

accord to curtail any systemic

risk and over-exposutes.
a

If

the flows ate deemed destabilizing, a likely sho(t-term policy measute would

be the imposition

of

an ad-valorem tax (generally proposed between 0.1-0.25

percent) on all foreign exchange transactions. Since the influence

an Llvestment diminishes over a long period, the costs

of the tax on

of

shott-tetm

movements would be very high, thus, discoutaging short -term portfolio
investors, while FDI which would suffer less ate encouraged, theteby, allowing
for longer stay of the capital in the economy. In Brazil, the equivalent of
tax was imposed and defined as the Tax over Financial Operations

a

Tobin

(OQ which

is an up-ftont tax imposed on foreign exchange ttansactions, except fot rade
opetations, and since 1994 its percsntrge varied fro m
is also aprescribed

YIL

Ooh

to 1Ooh.ln Chile there

tesele tequfuement for potfolio flows.

Summary and Conclusion

The study showed that like most developing countries, Nigeria is characterized by low
level

of

domestic savings and in order to attain a desitable level

of investment tlat

would ensure sustainable developmenq the economy needs some foreign investrnent to

.
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